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Learning Objectives

• Focus on writing process 

• Explore strategies for starting and 
maintaining writing

• Identify self-management strategies to aid 
process

• Consider structure and outlining 

Murray’s Model (2002)

Social
 Interactions, discussion

 Support

Psychological
 Motivation, goal setting, self-monitoring

Rhetorical = Writing
 Regular writing

 “Snack” writing + “binge” writing
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Exercise 

Writing productively is about actions and 
behaviours. 

In pairs, think about:

• Your barriers to writing

• Possible solutions

How to write a lot (Silvia 2007)

Barriers:

“I can’t find time to write”

“I need to do some more analyses first” aka 
“I need to read a few more articles”

“To write a lot I need a new computer...”

“I’m waiting until I feel like it”

Self-management & Planning

• Desires & Wants vs Goals & Tasks

• SMART goals

• Planning tools
– Timeline eg Gantt charts

– Weekly

• Deadlines

• Writing routine
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SMART Goal Setting

• S = Specific

• M = Measurable

• A = Achievable, actions

• R = Relevant

• T = Time-based

Possible Timeline

Submit - 27 July 2016

Proposed draft deadlines:

Draft 1 Draft 2 Final Revision

Ch. 1 - Introduction

Ch. 2 - Literature Review

Ch. 3 - Methods

Ch. 4 - Findings Interviews

Ch. 5 - Findings Document/Inventory

Ch. 6 - Discussion

Ch. 7 - Conclusion

Abstract

Overview – Gantt chart

Months 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Topic 
Agreed

Aims &
Objectives

Opening
Sections

Draft
Outline

Literature
Review

Method/
Approach

Analysis/
Results

Discussion/
Conclusions

References
Acknowledge

Binding

Submission
to Tutor
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Exercise - SMART GOALS

Exercise - Write 3 SMART goals you would 
like to work on

Writing Strategies

• Notebook/journal

• Write to prompts

• Free writing

• Generative writing

• Writing Sandwich

Writing to prompts

• What writing have I done and what would I 
like to do?

• Where do my ideas come from?

• How does what I read compare with my 
own views?

• What I want to write about next is…
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Freewriting

• Writing for 5 minutes

• Without stopping

• In sentences

• Private – no external reader

• No structure needed

• Topic related to your research

• Like brainstorming in sentences

Generative writing

• Writing for 5 minutes

• Without stopping

• In sentences

• Focusing on one topic (maybe from your 
free writing

• To be read by someone else

Writing Sandwich

• Writing – 10 minutes

• Talking – 10 minutes

• Writing – 10 minutes
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Exercise

• Free write for 5 mins

Interactive reading & note taking

• Collect notes not articles or books

• How do you make notes?

• Make use of bibliographic programme

• “…your thoughts about others’ work” 
(Single 2010, p. 79)

What to make notes on

– Big Picture

– Big Point

– Premise or Hypothesis

– Data, sources, arguments

– Theories or conceptual

– Analytical or research methods

– Results or analysis

– Quotations

– How it influences your research
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Structure & Outlining

• One page outline
– Generic thesis structure

– Use table of contents feature

• Allocate word count for each section

• Design sub-sections

• Write in layers

Outlining – Level 1 

Background Context/Background

Objectives Theme/Issue/Topic 1

Method Theme/Issue/Topic 2

Findings Theme/Issue/Topic 3

Conclusions Conclusion

Outlining – Level 2 
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Level 3

Writing in layers

• Write a list of chapter headings
• Write a sentence or two on contents of each 

chapter
• Write lists of headings for each section in each 

chapter
• Make notes for each heading on how you will 

develop the section
• Write an introductory paragraph for each chapter
• Write the word count, draft number and date at 

top of first page
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Structure & Outlining

• Focus statement

Focus Statements

• A 1-4 sentence statement of your research 
in the first person, active voice

• Must be concise, clear, compelling

• Can help you decide a topic, not 
permanent!

• It will be re-worked and it will evolve

• It’s a tool!!

Example Focus Statement 

I’m interested in how teachers in HE can develop 
their students’ learning skills within the context of 
the subject. I will use a mixed methods approach 
based on a constructivist approach.  I want to 
interview both first-year students and their 
teachers to get their view on what they did, how it 
was perceived, it they thought it was effective. I’ll 
also measure learning and study strategies before 
and after the teachers’ learning skills interventions. 
I hope the research will lead to recommendations 
on how teachers can help their students improve 
their learning and performance.
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To Do: Focus Statement

• Write a focus statement for your thesis

Developing content

• Evidence of critical thinking

• Signposting

• Referencing/Plagiarism

• Academic writing rules

What?
When? Who? Where?

Topic / Issue

How?

Why?

What if?

Description

Analysis

Evaluation

So What?

What next?

Model to generate critical thinking
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https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/uploads/production/document/path/1/1710/Critical
_Thinking.pdf

Signposting

• Indicator words for claims
– Therefore, thus, hence, so, as a result

• Indicator words for reasons
– Because, since, on account of, for, in view of, for 

the reason that

• Similarity, contrasts, alternatives

• Reporting verbs - http://www.edufind.com/english-
grammar/reporting-verbs/

• http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/

Bodo Slotta, T.A. (2000) Phylogenetic analysis of Iliamna 
(Malvaceae) using the internal transcribed spacer region. 
Unpublished master’s thesis. Retrieved from 
http://www.uwc.ucf.edu on 8 Jun 2007.

In large gene families with tandem repeats, as is the case for 
nrDNA, unequal crossing-over may be more important than 
gene conversion in the concerted evolution process (Li, 1997). 
For example, the number of repeats can fluctuate without 
having any adverse effects. With a larger number of repeats 
being exchanged, the rate of concerted evolution increases as 
well. Correspondingly, homogeneity increases as the number of 
repeats increases. Rate then increases as homogeneity among 
the copies increases, leading to a self-feeding repetition. As a 
result of this process, it is believed that nrDNA is found in up to 
thousands of copies in the nuclear genome (Baldwin et al., 
1995). 
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Referencing & Plagiarism

• Use appropriate referencing system e.g. 
Harvard, APA, footnotes – see your 
student handbook

• Plagiarism is using someone else’s ideas 
without giving them credit. Trinity’s 
plagiarism tool Ready, Steady, Write can 
be found at 
http://www.tcd.ie/CAPSL/resources/Turniti
n/readysteadywrite/index.php

Academic writing guidelines

• Keep writing formal – no colloquial, slang

• No contractions – don’t is do not

• Concise, precise, evidence based

• Third person passive/active – unless told 
otherwise

Revision

• At organisational level
– Based on table of contents

– Chapters and sections

• At content level
– Preview, smooth, review

– Section by section

• Targeted revision
– Grammatical errors

– Idiosyncrasies
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Overcoming blocks?

• Freewriting & Generative writing

• Mind-mapping

• Verbalise

• Avoid perfectionism

• Writing buddy

• Seek support

• Visualise completed thesis

• Combine strategies

Tips for successful writing

• Plan to write regularly

• Make a time plan and stick to it

• Write up section as soon as it’s ready

• Stop writing at a point where you could go on –
makes it easier to start next time!

• Decide where and when best for you

• Don’t write when exhausted

• Seek support
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/thesiswriting.pdf]
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Our details

• Blackboard - http://student-
learning.tcd.ie/Blackboard/index.php

• Website: http://student-learning.tcd.ie

• Email: student.learning@tcd.ie

• Facebook: facebook.com/sldtcd

• Twitter: twitter.com/StudentLearnin1

• Phone: 01-8961407

Your feedback is appreciated!

• https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/sldor1


